
Ten Kickass Quotes From The Order of the Key

1) “He and the creature observed each other. This wasn’t a standoff between a predator and
its prey, like those Discovery Channel shows my sister watched for fun. It was two
predators, about to go toe-to-toe. I swallowed. That made me the prey.” ~ Jacklyn
Madison

2) “Because . . .yeah, of course Mom could start a campfire with her hands. That matched
up with the way this day was going. Not crazy. Not at all.” ~ Jacklyn Madison

3) “Puzzle, puzzle, where is the puzzle? How do you know a game is being played in your
mind if you can’t remember the game?” ~ Kyp Franklin

4) “That’s my sister, Gana. Mess with her and I’ll detach your favorite body part.” ~ Jacklyn
Madison

5) “You see, Jacklyn, the last time a Madison decided things should be done differently, he
nearly wiped out the entire Order. Do you want that on your conscience?” ~ Lavinia
Franklin

6) “We’ll be stronger together.” ~ Kyp Franklin

7) “I remembered when saying things were life or death was an exaggeration. It would be
nice to exaggerate again.” ~ Jacklyn Madison

8) “I hate it. I was trained to kill things before I understood what killing meant. First the
whys, then the hows, then the actual practice of it. I want out.” ~ Kyp Franklin

9) “I know you don’t need to be protected. But I need to protect you.” ~ Kyp Franklin

10) “A Key walks a path that cracks beneath her feet, my child. Alliances can be weakened,
failed authority lost, fiercest defenders as dust. Those once joined by blood can be torn
asunder. At times, one walks a path of loneliness beside the one person they would
blindly consider to be the last they would follow. Every Key Journey is unpredictable,
unique, eventful. If you wish to hold on to your innocence, you’d better hold on tight,
Ms. Madison.” ~ Cxarana


